DBHS Required Training

Demographic and Outcome Data Set User Guide

Data Elements for Adults #109 (gender identity)
Data Elements for Adults #110 (sexual orientation)

Purpose

The purpose of this DBHS required training is to train all RA assessors on completing the demographic questions related to the LGTBQ populations.

Audience

All behavioral health clinical professionals who perform assessments, complete annual assessment updates and are responsible for making major and minor changes to the demographic for adults. The second half of the training will be for current trainers only and will serve as a refresher TOT.

Requirement Prior to the Training

Complete Module I (Overview & Background) on Essential Learning
Complete Module II (Definitions & Terms) on Essential Learning

Requirement After the Training

After completing Modules I & II on Essential Learning and Modules III & IV in this one day training, learners will be required to achieve a passing grade of 80% on a final exam. A passing grade will qualify them for collection of Data Elements #109 and #110.

Location: FMC Education Complex; 1000 N Humphreys Street, Suite 210 Flagstaff, AZ 86001

Date: Friday June 19th, 2015
Time: 9:00am-1:00pm

RSVP: Register on eventbrite: http://dugjune19.eventbrite.com

Northern Arizona Regional Behavioral Health Authority (NARBHA) is the Regional Behavioral Health Authority for Coconino, Nava jo, Yavapai, Apache, and Mohave counties. Funds for services are provided through a contract with the Arizona Department of Health Services/Division of Behavioral Health Services and AHCCCS.